**The Empress**

Create, receive, grounded, intuitive, pleasing, abundance, belly, mother, harvest, connection.

**Knight of Cups**

Pursuing my dreams, gathered art supplies today.

**9 of Pentacles**

In the garden of my future self, hear the harmony.

**Page of Swords**

Dance for Justice w/ Ryan Heffington at 10:00!

"Say my name!"

**the Chariot**

Champion of causes, standing up for those who are more vulnerable, pushing forward, leaving behind personal masks to wear. Disciplines, freedom.

**Recenter my 5 of Swords**

Woke up to NYC thunderstorms in PDX, fixed mindset, trust, shame, lost my way, forgive, clarity.

**Protests/riots throughout the country for justice**

"Where are we?"

"Who are we?"

"What are we?"

"Do we flow with the tide or resist?"

"Where does the sea feet on earth?"
Who is this person?
Detention
BLACK LOCUST
THE SCREEN

[Drawing of a video game console and controller with a plant and hexagonal patterns]